Bayesian reanalysis of a quantitative trait locus accounting for multiple environments by scaling in broilers.
A Bayesian method was developed to handle QTL analyses of multiple experimental data of outbred populations with heterogeneity of variance between sexes for all random effects. The method employed a scaled reduced animal model with random polygenic and QTL allelic effects. A parsimonious model specification was applied by choosing assumptions regarding the covariance structure to limit the number of parameters to estimate. Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms were applied to obtain marginal posterior densities. Simulation demonstrated that joint analysis of multiple environments is more powerful than separate single trait analyses of each environment. Measurements on broiler BW obtained from 2 experiments concerning growth efficiency and carcass traits were used to illustrate the method. The population consisted of 10 full-sib families from a cross between 2 broiler lines. Microsatellite genotypes were determined on generations 1 and 2, and phenotypes were collected on groups of generation 3 animals. The model included a polygenic correlation, which had a posterior mean of 0.70 in the analyses. The reanalysis agreed on the presence of a QTL in marker bracket MCW0058-LEI0071 accounting for 34% of the genetic variation in males and 24% in females in the growth efficiency experiment. In the carcass experiment, this QTL accounted for 19% of the genetic variation in males and 6% in females.